Custom Prototyping & 3D Printing

Salco employees can assist you from the design stage, through prototyping, to production of your custom project. Do you need something reverse engineered? Have limited knowledge of wire fabrication? Are you starting with an abstract idea? Our staff specializes in developing and engineering products to meet your needs.
Salco Engineering and Manufacturing Co., Inc. is an innovative products manufacturer that has fulfilled the material handling requirements for automotive, food, medical, industrial, laboratory, and other industries since 1963. Centrally located in Jackson, Michigan, Salco Engineering is an ISO 9001/2000 certified company and a Tier 1-OEM Supplier that can handle any amount of custom business.

Salco’s wire decking is built to customer-specified dimensions using 3-gauge wire for sturdy construction. Wire decking permits air and light circulation, easy inspection of inventory, prevention of dirt and debris build-up, and sprinkler protection for fire safety. Our wire decking is finished with corrosion-resistant aluminum paint. Salco offers custom wire decking in addition to standard, kick, and muffler decking.

Heavy Duty Carts

1. Heavy duty casters
2. Stainless steel construction
3. Foot release leveling locks
4. 360° rotating platform
5. Ergonomic gas shocks
6. Hitch and tow bar

Salco carts are constructed for heavy duty use in manufacturing plants, on production lines, and for use in moving parts and components within assembly areas. We make standard and custom application carts in various sizes with a variety of wheels and casters available.

Displays

Ideal for meeting all display and merchandising needs. Displays can be stationary or mobile. Standard racks available at 24” x 24” x 60” with seven formed wire shelves. Custom racks are also available. All racks can be adapted to accommodate mesh containers, acrylic bins, and trays.

Wire Baskets & Forming

Wire baskets are made with various finishes including stainless steel, which offers durability, parts protection, and increased efficiency. Baskets are fabricated and welded from wire rod stock. Specialized baskets are made with wire dividers, holders and frames and are available with expanded metal mesh with 1/4” and 1/2” openings.

Returnable Dunnage

The best of both worlds. Wire inserts are made to fit your particular part and placed in standard plastic dunnage. This yields a lighter weight basket that is stackable and returnable, reduces the high tooling cost associated with plastic, reduces contamination associated with plastic totes, and can be placed on skids for easy moving and shipping.

Wire decking is built to customer-specified dimensions using 3-gauge wire for sturdy construction. Wire decking permits air and light circulation, easy inspection of inventory, prevention of dirt and debris build-up, and sprinkler protection for fire safety. Our wire decking is finished with corrosion-resistant aluminum paint. Salco offers custom wire decking in addition to standard, kick, and muffler decking.